
Fairy Folk Trail



Trail Map

Each door is indicated on the map by a fairy

remember the doors will be hidden so you will have to look well!



Put a tick next to items which can cause air pollution 



Draw a line to match the animal with the right tracks



Create a superhero to help fight climate change



Design a poster to explain the Countryside code 



Fruit or vegetable?
Draw a line and guess what is a fruit and what is a vegetable 

Fruit Vegetable



Dot to Dot
Complete the dot to dot to find one of the UK's endangered

animals



Butterfly Wordsearch

Caterpillar

Wing

Chrysalis

Eggs

Insect

Butterfly

Nectar

Can you find all the words?



Which is the biggest ocean in

the world?

a.) Atlantic

b.) Pacific

c.) Indian

Water quiz

How many litres of water

does it take to flush a toilet?

a.) 14

b.) 5

c.) 30

How much of the human

brain is water?

a.) 20%

b.) 40%

c.) 75%



What can I put in my recycling
bin?
Put a tick next to the items you can recycle



Whose poo? 
Guess which wild animal did the poo

Dog-like droppings that are

usually pointy at one end and

full of fur, feathers, tiny

bones, seeds and berries.

Distinctive smell

a.) Field Mouse

b.) Rabbit/Hare

c.) Hedgehog

Droppings are left in clusters

of little, round, hard balls.

They are  usually yellowy-

brown or green in colour, and

full of grass.

a.) Badger

b.) Owl

c.) Fox

Can often be found stuck to

walls or on the ground under

holes or trees.  rrough

appearance and are filled with

chewed-up bits of insect.

a.) Bat

b.) Mouse

c.) Vole



The only one you can't recycle in a Central

Bedfordshire recycling bin is the metal bolt   

Answers
Parker the Poo Pixie
b.) Rabbit/hare  c.) Fox a.) Bat

Phoebe the Plastic Fairy

Willow the Wildlife Fairy

Gary the Environment Goblin Marley the Meadow Pixie

Winnie the Wasting Water Fairy
b.) pacific  c.)14  c.) 75%

Sammy the Self Sufficent Fairy

Tomato - fruit

Banana - fruit

Carrot - vegetable

Pumpkin - fruit

Potato - Vegetable

Cucumber - fruit

  

Elvin the Endangered Animal Elf

Hedgehog

  

Britains native hedgehog population has declined

by half in the last two decades, with less than a

million now remaining in the UK 


